
 

 

Sit and Down in Motion 

 

This is a great exercise that teaches your puppy to understand the sit and down cues and to 

learn to hold their position until you give them the follow on cue which would be either wait until 

I come back to you or come to side. 

 

I prefer to use a soft heel cue rather than “heel”. With me, side or close can be used instead. 

Just make sure you won’t be using any of those cues for other behaviours.  

 

1. Whilst walking with your puppy off lead ask them to sit and continue walking. When you 

are at least one meter from them call them to your side. You need to continue facing 

forwards and carry on walking as they approach. Click and treat when they are next to 

you. 

 

2. Carry on walking with your puppy and ask for the sit or down keep walking forwards and 

then turn and walk back to your dog and ask them to continue walking to heel.  When 

you do go back to them for this exercise you need to position yourself so your dog ends 

up in the heel position beside your leg. 

 

3. You can mix this up to add variation, sometimes continuing walking and call your dog to 

come in beside you and carry on walking and sometimes ask them to wait until you 

return to its side to continue walking with you. 

 

4. If your puppy has a good wait or stay this behaviour will be easier for your dog to 

achieve quite quickly. Initially you can add a wait cue. You do want to drop this so your 

puppy understands when they sit they need to hold position and wait until you cue them 

to come to your side or wait until you return to their side. 

 

5. It is good practice to work your puppy on both sides of you. This will be especially helpful 

if you want to go on and do agility with them as they will be comfortable working on 

both sides of you. 

 

6. Increase the time that your puppy holds the position so you can get further away from 

them. 


